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Abstract: Software test suite optimization is one of the essential issue in software engineering analysis.This paper deals with the 

improvement in quality of software by software Test Suite Optimization using Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) based novel search technique 

and technique determine  the software development time accurately by proposed Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy InferenceSystem (ANFIS).In this 

approach, ABC combines the equidistant behaviour of these three bees makes generation of feasible self-supporting paths and also 

makes software test suite optimization faster.Test Cases are generated using Test Path Sequence Comparison Method as the fitness 

value objective function. This research also presents an approach for the automated generation of feasible self-supporting test path 

based on the priority of all edge cover.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Software Engineering activity, covers those tasks that go 
into determining the needs or conditions to meet for a new 
or altered product or project, taking account of 
conflicting requirements of the various 
stakeholders, documenting, analysing, validating and 
managing the software or the requirements of system. 
Software Engineering activity sometimes become critical for 
the success of system or project [1].  
 
The main goal of Software Engineering Life Cycle is to 
improve the quality, make system reliable and always follow 
the stages in Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). It 
is a process which is used by system analyst to develop the 
system which is according to the user requirements.  
 
The analyzation process must be done very 
carefully.Sometimes it becomes very tired and long process. 
The new introduced systems change the environment and 
relationships between people, so it is important to recognize 
all the stakeholders, take into account all their needs and 
ensure they understand the implications of the introduced 
systems. Analysts can employ several techniques to extract 
the requirements from the customer. Prototyping may be 
used to develop an example system that can be demonstrated 
to stakeholders.  
 
Another major process in Software Engineering Life Cycle 
is testing. Software Testing is a process of assessing a 
system with the goal whether it satisfies the specified 
requirements of the user or not [2]. Testing is to put a system 
into an effect in order to identify any errors, or missing 
requirements in comparison to the actual requirements. 
Software testing targets in finding errors in code, weakness 
indesign, and misconception in requirements that appearas 
incorrect behaviour of the system.  
 
Generally the softwaretesting can be divided into two 
categories based on the levelof knowledge on the system 
under test: white-box or black-boxtesting. Furthermore, the 
testing activity can be categorisedbased on the development 
phase when the testingtakes place and level of abstraction it 

investigates: module,integration, unit, or system testing, for 
instance.  
 
A test suite is a set of several test cases for a component or 
system under test,where the post condition of one test is 
often used as the precondition for the next one [5]. The test 
suite optimization process involves generation of effective 
test cases in a test suite that can cover the given Software 
under Test (SUT) within less time. 
 
Random test cases are generated by a random walk in the 
SUTstarting at any source node and terminating at a 
destination or sink node constrained by the edge 
probabilities. But this leads to an unlimited source of tests in 
which the selection of efficient test cases is very difficult 
[3]. So with the help of ABC and ANFIS we can easily find 
the best optimal path from source node to destination node. 
 
2. Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) 
 
Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) is a new swarm 
intelligence algorithm which is proposed by Karaboga in 
2005 and inspired by the behaviour of honey bees. ABC is 
developed based on inspecting the behaviors of real bees on 
finding nectar and sharing the information of food sources to 
the bees in the hive. 
 
The Algorithm uses the control limits such as colony size 
and maximum cycle number. The agents in ABC algorithm 
are Employed Bee, Onlooker Bee andScout Bee. The 
number of employed bees is equal to the number of food 
source. The Food source position is equal to the possible 
solution to a problem. The amount of nectar of food source 
is equal to the quality of solution. 
 
The key steps for algorithms are:  
Initialize.  
Repeat  
1) Place the employed bees on the food sources in the 

memory;  
2) Place the onlooker bees on the food sources in the 

memory;  
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3) Send the scouts to the search area for discovering new 
food sources.  

 
UNTIL (requirements are met).  
 
3. Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System 
 
An adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is a 
class of artificial neural network that is based on Takagi–
Sugeno fuzzy inference system. An adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
inference system (ANFIS) is also known as adaptive 
network-based fuzzy inference system.The technique was 
spread in the early 1990s[5][6].It integrates both neural 
networks and fuzzy logic principles. it has potential to 
capture the benefits of both in a single framework. Its 
inference system equivalent to a set of fuzzy IF–THEN 
rules that have learning capability to approximatenon-linear 
functions[7].  
 
ANFIS in a more efficient and optimal way, one can use the 
best parameters obtained by genetic algorithm[8].Neural 
networks are good at training the dataset, but the clustering 
and feature input is somewhat weak in neural networks. 
Fuzzy logic based models are good at featuring and 
clustering but the training of datasets is not provided, hence 
ANFIS is combination of both. 
 
4. Proposed Strategy 
 
We Propose an ABC based search algorithm to generate test 
data. In this research work, theFunctionality of the bee is 
extended to do the testing and monitoring activity so that it 
minimize the manualwork and upgrade the confidence on 
the software by testing it with the coverage of the given 
software.Bee colonyconsists of three types of bees, namely 
scout bees, which randomly searches for the food sources, 
onlookerbee decides which food sources to be explored next 
from the list food sources given by scout bees, and lastly 
employee bees will search for new food source in 
neighbourhood of exhausted food source. 
 
All steps in finding optimal weights for network are shown 
in proposed ABC algorithm framework in Figure 1. The 
figure shows how to find and select the best weights .The 
initialization of weights was compared with output and the 
best weight cycle was selected by scout bees’ phase.  
 
The bees (employed bees, onlooker bees) would continue 
searching until the last cycle to find the best weights for 
networks. The food source of which the nectar was 
neglected by the bees was replaced with a new food source 
by the scout bees.  
 
Every bee (employed bees, onlooker bees) would produce 
new solution area for the network and the Greedy Selection 
would decide the best food source position. The proposed 
frameworks can easily train software defect data for 
prediction task by finding optimal network weights for 
ANFIS. 
 

 
Figure 1: ABC Algorithm Framework 

 
5. Enhancement Algorithm 
 
The following is the detailed algorithm 
1. Initialize the test cases which is performed by the search 
bee. 
2. Search for an executable state and evaluate the test nodes 
3. Initialize the current traversal path as cycle=1 
4. Repeat 
5. Produce new test cases vij in the neighbourhood of xij for 
the search agent 
using the formula 
Xij=minj+rand (0, 1)*(maxj-minj)  
• Xij is the initial test case 
• minj is the minimum no. of test cases 
• maxj is the maximum no. of test cases 
• rand () is a random number generation function which 
selects either 1 or 0 randomly. 
6. Generate the test data using equivalence partitioning and 
boundary value analysis [10]. 
7. Apply greedy selection process [9] for the generated test 
data. 
8. Traverse the SUT with the generated Test Data and 
calculate the fitness value. 
9. The onlooker selects the test cases with the highest fitness 
value and abandons the rest. 
10. The traversal process is carried out till a particular test 
data with 100% fitness value and 0% fitness value is 
produced 
Pi = (fiti)/Σ (fiti)  
Where Pi is the probability function which signifies the 
probability with which the ith test data traversers a 
independent test path successfully. 
11. Add the test case to the optimal repository. 
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12. In the next iteration scouts generate the new test data and 
go to step 5. 

 
6. Experimental Result 

 

 
Figure 2: Result 

 

Our approach uses the ABC Test Suite Optimization tool to 
optimize the Test Cases by employing the ABC algorithm. 
The ANFIS tool considers a program as an input to generate 
independent paths. Using the generated independent paths 
Test Cases are traversed along the paths with the help of 
ABC algorithm. By doing so the test cases with maximum 
coverage (High fitness Value) are recognized. Finally the 
optimal Test Suite is generated. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
In this work, we proposed an approach which uses fewer 
iterations to complete the task. The results give the more 
scalable test suite. It also requires less time to complete the 
task and best in achieving the global optimal solution. 
 
8. Scope for Future Research 
 
This researchh work may be extended for further research in 
the following dimensions/environments: This research work 
concentrates on optimization based on test adequacy criteria 
such as coverage and fault revealing capability of the test 
cases. In the future research work, this can be done based on 
other test adequacy criteria such as data based and flow 
based measures.  
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